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The exhibition «BrUral. The shell of freedom. Broken / Made "opened in Nizhny Tagil Museum of Fine Arts.This exhibition was shown to the public in the spring in New York,
and now she got to our city.
Tagilchane will see the joint work of young American artists Tagil and thanks to the project «BrUral», which is being implemented for several years. To present it in Tagil
museum curators arrived  American artist Irina Danilova and Vladimir Seleznev from Yekaterinburg.
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Irina Danilova thought that combines the Nizhny Tagil and the New York borough of Brooklyn. Bridge between them has become a legend that the Statue of Liberty was made
of metal Tagil.
 It was a joy to know that the Urals and American artists speak the same language, are working on the same level  says the artist Irina Danilova.  Surprise ideas
tagilchan visual solutions. Their works have a special lyricism, maybe it is due to the history of the region, with the legends. Urban environment affects the vision of the
artist, but it's important, you guys translate the problem into a positive feature.
The visitors have a lot to wonder. All the exhibits are very different from what many are accustomed to seeing in the Museum of Art. In a dark room you will see a glowing
Statue of Liberty, Vladimir Seleznev, depicted in old issues of the newspaper "Tagil Worker". Photo projects tagilchanina Fedor Telkova and Manhattan resident Ron Baron.
Interesting work Yu Qi, who videotaped the process of removing the hard drive from your old files. So the author wanted to show that the destruction of works of art may have
appeal.
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A Xenia Koshurnikova Tagil of the LCP creative team has created a calendar with rivets made from cereal packages. A colleague of the creative association Xenia Angelina
Kotova six months worked in tandem with Tatyana Istomina. The artists have never met in life, but were unusual dialogue, exchanging video frames, which captured their
towns.
 After the project I became a different look at the hometown  recognized Angelina Kotova.  I have always loved him very much, but now tenderly treat his various little
corner. It is a citymuseum  every rusty door, wall, window  a showpiece.
First viewers of the exhibition with pleasure considered the exhibits sought secret meanings and admired the ingenuity of Conceptual artists.
 Very interesting tricks and techniques. Wow, what a collaboration between creative people is possible today. We did not find contrasts, the work of our guys are not
opposed to working Americans. Art  a language that is understood around the world  say the young artists, students of the Ural College of Applied Arts and Design
Sergei Gibatdinov, Pelagia Generalova.
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Text: Ekaterina Baranova
Photo: Iraida Ksenofontova

Read More:
No related news.
Reader Rating: 3.4
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serp · 08.09.2015, 14:27

it is not art. This crafts
 (3) 
Reply

Thistle · 08/09/2015, 16:41

Right! This is a pile of garbage! True art is exhibited in the Hermitage, the Russian Museum, the Tretyakov

Gallery! And this stuff!
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One feels the aura of a true connoisseur of art
 (2) 
Reply

Anonymous · 08/09/2015, 18:44

It would be better to work out in the articles of wit (very necessary, and it shows) and let people write comments, not journalists "vsehnovostey."
 (3) 
Reply

Thistle · 08/09/2015, 21:16

You do something for a long time visiting museums, Ms. Baranova? Or just speak maliciously master, but such "biennali" stare ?!
 (3) 
Reply

Thistle · 08/09/2015, 21:26

The other day, saw in one of the halls of the Russian Museum in it does not match with your garbage dump!
 (1) 
Reply

Ass · 09.13.2015, 22:33

The Tretyakov Gallery is not just horrible ... It's a matter of price and time
 (0) 
Reply

Dunno · 08/09/2015, 21:57

What umotala in Alabaster, glut oneself  is an art not wake up?
Malevich unrecognized. Some patients are at home for the mentally ill put this garbage and
the other half schizoid it is not yet in the wards, walk, look, understand the power of the Great Cosmos and enlightened nod approvingly. You all will be cured (C)
The main thing  it's time to visit the psychiatrist formed.
 (2) 
Reply

Anonymous · 08/09/2015, 22:40

Dunno 1
 (0) 
Reply

TOPAL · 09.09.2015, 01:23

Gelman won barely kicked with his crafts from Perm, and those to the same  albeit at the apartments placed this stuff. Postmodernism  a killer sense.
 (0) 
Reply

GudRobin · 09.13.2015, 20:58

Do not confuse the concept. At first, it may be wise to look into the history of art  and then judge what is art and what is not. This applies to all, and to the viewer
as well. Of course, this is hardly an art as it is unclear.
In general, it is interesting to give a second life to old already unnecessary things things. Someone said in the first comment "this is not art. This crafts. " But if we
look at the origin of the word "artist"  a "hand» (Hand). And the author has left this comment intuitively right, that the artist is the one who created with his own
hands. Duck why not art? The main thing to understand if it is the "soul".
 (0) 
Reply

Anonymous · 09/13/2015, 21:41

So young, and does not bind bark. You pomenyatsya consume vodka!
 (0) 
Reply
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